Abstract

Electroimpact has developed a system for drilling and fastening of cargo door structures which efficiently addresses many of the manufacturing challenges that such parts present. Challenges to door automation include 1) the presence of an inner skin that must be processed, in addition to the outer skin, and 2) a stiff frame structure, which makes the clamping and drilling processes that are typical to automated fastening machines very unforgiving of any errors in workpiece positioning. In this case, the manufacturing cell was to be installed in an existing facility with very limited ceiling height, further complicating the system and process design. New methods were devised to solve these problems, and the solutions found will likely have utility in future applications.

Introduction

Electroimpact was contracted to provide automation for the manufacture of commercial aircraft cargo doors. Drilling and fastening of the skins to the structure were the primary area of focus for automation.

There were several important parameters for the automation system, some of which are common to aircraft door structures, and some due to limitations of the facility in which the automation was to be placed:

1. The door structure consists of both inner and outer skins, which must be drilled and fastened. It is desirable to automate as much of both of those processes as possible.
2. The inner skin contains many openings, making normality control more difficult.
3. The system was to be built in an existing factory with no overhead crane.
4. The factory has a low ceiling, limiting material handling options and also constraining the machine height.

Design Approach

Several automation options were considered for the drilling and fastening system, including a drilling robot, and a C-frame riveter with robotic part positioning. Automated fastening of aircraft door structures using a c-frame riveter and robotic positioner has been accomplished successfully in the past, yielding good performance and accuracy [1]. However, the size and weight of the cargo door are great enough to cause concern for positioning with a single robot, particularly when the weight of a tooling frame is added. A machine design based on the E7000 series riveting machine was therefore chosen. Important factors affecting that decision were double-sided clamping and fastening capability, which ruled out a standard robotic drilling system, and the fact that the E7000 part positioner could be designed to handle any realistic part and tooling weight.

Door Structure

The cargo door is an aluminum structure consisting of an egg crate assembly of frames and intercostals, upper and lower beams, the outer skin, and an inner skin (Figure 2).

The most obvious candidate operation for automation is the drilling and fastening of the outer skin to the frames.
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**Introductory Note**

The introduction of automation was necessary to enhance the efficiency of the build process. Automation of the riveting process removes the need for drill templates, reducing the risk of errors and improving productivity.

**Tooling and Part Handling**

To ensure a smooth build process, Electroimpact designed a Riveting Assembly Jig (RAJ) to support the panel during its movement. On the assembly line, the RAJ is laid down and then picked up, allowing manual movement of the cart and RAJ to be repeated for easier loading and unloading.

**Loading of Riveting Machine**

Because there's no overhead crane in the factory, a floor-based method was used to load the cargo door and RAJ into the machine. The vertical motion of the riveting machine's part positioner is used to lift the RAJ from its cart. After the RAJ is lifted clear, the A-axis rotation of the machine positioner is used to lift the RAJ into the riveting machine.

The rail arrangement in the factory floor guides the motion of the cart, enabling the cart and RAJ to be placed at a repeatable location in the machine cell. After positioning the cart and RAJ at the designated position, the operator runs a scripted machine loading routine to lift and engage the RAJ. The entire process can be accomplished in five minutes, which is significantly faster than the manual procedure. However, due to the movement of parts, there's less room for human error, which could lead to damage or unsafe conditions.
Automation of Inner Skin

Machine drilling of the inner skin requires the part positioner and RAJ to be flipped 180° from the orientation used for outer skin drilling and fastening. Consideration was given to this requirement to invert the part in the design of the machine positioner, and the RAJ itself. The system of pins and clamps that locates and retains the RAJ to the machine positioner was analyzed at all possible orientations, and designed for suitable redundancy and factors of safety.

Concave Shape of Inverted Door

In addition to the mechanical challenges associated with inverting the part, the geometry of the inner door introduced another set of challenges that had to be addressed. Because the shape of the door when inverted is concave, access by the machine fastening head is difficult. As illustrated below, the width of a standard E7000 head would limit its ability to access the inner skin.

Theoretically, the length of the nosepiece could be increased until all locations on the inner skin could be drilled without interferences between the head and the positioner, but an excessively long nosepiece leads to a correspondingly long gauge length and long drills, which would be expected to adversely affect machine speed and drilling performance. A solution was found in rotating the machine’s upper head 90° from its standard orientation, so that the wide direction of the head falls along the long direction of the part. This change permits the head to approach the inner skin more closely. A longer-than-normal nosepiece is still necessary, but its length is significantly shorter than would have been required without the rotation.

Effect of Rotated Head on Machine Performance

The E7000 uses a linear motor for high-speed shuttling between process tools, and rotating the head places the high thrust loads perpendicular to the long direction of the machine’s upper beam. This force takes the form of torsion loading on the beam cross section. Finite element analysis showed that redesign of the upper beam structure was needed to prevent excessive deflection or oscillation while shuttling with the maximum thrust output of the motor.

As a result, the upper beam was redesigned with an eye toward maximizing the torsional rigidity of the structure. Additional constraints on the new cross section were 1) low ceiling height of the factory, which prevented the beam from being made significantly taller, and 2) the desire to keep the overall mass of the upper beam low, since increased mass at such a high position on the machine has the effect of driving
up the machine’s natural frequency, which could limit performance during pitch moves. Given these constraints, a new upper beam design was developed which was very nearly square in proportions, and includes a fully enclosed lower face, as these two changes yield a structure that is more torsionally efficient. Additional changes were made to the internal structure of the beam, driven by finite element analysis. The result was a machine that could accommodate shuttle moves with the rotated head, with no sacrifice of performance.

Normalizing on Inner Skin

The E7000 machine typically uses an array of four laser distance sensors on the upper head to control fly height and maintain normality to the panel [2]. The sensors are arranged in a rectangular pattern around the tool point. This arrangement works well for typical aircraft skin panels, since all four sensors will generally land on the panel and therefore give useable readings. The inner skin of the cargo door is different, with many large openings that the machine must navigate around while maintaining normality.

With the standard square sensor pattern, a sensor would fall into a hole at many inner skin fastener locations, potentially compromising normality. Therefore a new four-sensor pattern was added that would better dodge the panel openings. A “cross” pattern was used, as it fits much better between holes and openings while the tool point moves along rows of fasteners. In combination with the legacy rectangular pattern, the result was an array of eight sensors, with good normalizing capabilities on both the inner and outer skin.

Summary/Conclusions

There is a large potential market for automation of drilling and fastening of aircraft door structures. Systems have been developed previously for automation of passenger doors and other smaller structures of similar construction; this project led to a method for automation of larger cargo doors. Most significantly, methods developed here allow for automated processing of both sides of a two-sided part, as well as fast and efficient part loading and unloading without the use of an overhead crane. These methods should have application in future systems for processing of similar parts.
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**Definitions/Abbreviations**

- **OML** - Outer Mold Line
- **RAJ** - Riveting Assembly Jig